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Many jurisdictions compare model predicted odour concentration statistics against regulatory exposure
limits or criteria in order to assess the risk of proposed developments resulting in nuisance odour im-
pacts. However doseeresponse studies designed to calibrate such criteria have returned widely diver-
gent findings, particularly regarding the degree of influence that the frequency and intensity of odour
impact events have on adverse community response (annoyance). In the absence of clear guidance from
empirical data, jurisdictions have adopted a wide range of odour impact criteria and harmonisation has
proven difficult to progress. This lack of harmonisation constitutes a significant gap in best-practice
standards for odour impact assessment methodology and creates a substantial risk of poor assessment
outcomes.
In this paper a conceptual framework is developed which facilitates close investigation of the rela-
tionship between annoyance levels, the frequency and intensity dimensions of nuisance odour and
exposure criteria. Within this framework the efficacy of single-percentile odour criteria to limit nuisance
odour impacts is examined for several models of annoyance. Significant short-comings in single-
percentile criteria are identified in those models in which both the frequency and intensity of impact
events are assumed to influence annoyance on time-scales such as a year. The merits and limitations of
an alternative multi-percentile criterion framework approach are examined. Models of annoyance
developed within the framework suggest an improved concept of odour criteria that may lead to better
assessment outcomes, assist with the reconciliation of some seemingly disparate doseeresponse study
findings and aid harmonisation of jurisdictional exposure limits.
 2014 The Author. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).1. Introduction
Many economic activities and land uses emit levels of odour to
the atmosphere that have the potential to compromise air quality at
the local or regional scale. Complaints resulting from the impacts of
such emissions are common (Henshaw et al., 2006) and the task of
ensuring that development proposals are compatible with neigh-
bouring land-uses is an important and often contentious re-
sponsibility for regulatory authorities.td. This is an open access article uIt is common for jurisdictions to assess the odour impact po-
tential of development proposals by comparing model predicted
odour exposure statistics at sensitive receptors against jurisdic-
tional exposure limits or criteria. These criteria are typically spec-
ified in the form of a single concentration limit, percentile
compliance level and averaging time, which act to limit the in-
tensity and frequency of odour impact events that may be experi-
enced at receptors.
Doseeresponse studies correlating exposure statistics to popu-
lation response have provided a means of calibrating such criteria
for a given level of protection. However such studies have returnednder the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
Fig. 1. Exclusion zone (shaded area) of a single percentile criterion imposed upon an
example ranked distribution of concentrations.
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influence that the intensity versus the frequency of impact events
have on population response (e.g. Schauberger et al., 2000; Sucker
et al., 2008a).
Differences in the physics of dispersion assumed by regulatory
models (Pullen and Vawda, 2007), hedonic tone of immissions
(Sucker et al., 2008b), peak-to-mean assumptions (Schauberger and
Piringer, 2012) and other aspects of methodologies used to define,
collect and analyse annoyance data must necessarily account for
some of the variation in study findings. However the divergent
findings of these studies have yet to be fully reconciled on the basis
of such differences, and a broad consensus has yet to be reached
regarding which odour criterion optimally delineates nuisance
odour boundaries (Freeman and Cudmore, 2002; Pullen and
Vawda, 2007).
The absence of a clearly identified optimal odour criterion for a
given level of protection has left jurisdictions little choice but to
select criterion parameter values on the basis of particular (e.g.
local) empirical doseeresponse studies, practical considerations
such as modelling limitations (Pullen and Vawda, 2007), logical
deliberations or a combination of these approaches. As has been
previously noted, odour criteria of different jurisdictions may
calculate significantly different separation distances for similar
levels of protection, highlighting the need for improved harmo-
nisation (Schauberger and Piringer, 2012; van Belois and Both,
2004).
Detailed analysis of the separate and combined influence of the
frequency and intensity dimensions of nuisance odour is compli-
cated by the fact that concentration distributions at receptors form
widely varying spectra of intensity values. In this paper models of
annoyance are developed assuming that impact events at receptors
are of equal intensity. Consideration of this special-case impact
scenario bypasses much of the complexity of real-world concen-
tration distributions and greatly facilitates close examination of the
relationships between annoyance, the frequency and intensity of
impact events and odour criteria. Within this framework, the effi-
cacy of the traditional single percentile odour criterion approach
and a proposed alternative multi-percentile approach is
investigated.
2. Development of equal-intensity event models of
annoyance
2.1. Terminology
The following terminology conventions are used in this paper.
Concentration and intensity: ‘Intensity’ is used as a general term
relating to the strength of odours. The distinction between the
formally defined concepts of odour intensity (relating to the
perception of odour) and concentration (relating to the magnitude
of the stimulus of odours) is largely unimportant except where
otherwise stated or implied.
Annoyance: This term is used in a generic way to describe a
measurable level of adverse community response without being
specific in regard to the type of response or the methodology used
to measure it.
Acute and chronic exposure: These terms are used to describe
impact environments featuring a low frequency of high intensity
impacts and a high frequency of low intensity impacts respectively.
2.2. Relationship between odour criterion parameters and FIDOL
A list of inter-related factors commonly referred to as the FIDOL
factors in Australia and New Zealand are widely accepted as being
important determinants of nuisance odour (Watts and Sweeten,1995; Freeman and Cudmore, 2002; Nicell, 2009). This acronym
refers to the:
 Frequency of odour impacts at receptors,
 Intensity (physical concentration or perceived strength) of the
impacting odour,
 Duration of the exposure episodes,
 Offensiveness (or hedonic tone) of the odour, and
 Location of the receptor (pertaining to receptor sensitivity to
odour, or reasonableness of impacts (Watts and Sweeten,1995)).
These factors commonly provide the basis for jurisdictional
odour criteria although the impact of the “duration” of odour epi-
sodes on community response is not well understood and has
proven difficult to account for in odour assessments (Nicell, 2009).
The concentration threshold of a standard odour modelling crite-
rion relates directly to the intensity dimension of FIDOL. The
percentile compliance parameter on the other hand may be alter-
natively expressed as a frequency of exceedances or the number of
allowed exceedances of the threshold within a given period, thus
aligningwith the frequency factor of FIDOL. These parameter values
may be adjusted in criterion frameworks to account for variations
in the FIDOL factors of odour offensiveness and receptor sensitivity
or location. In this paper it is assumed that the odour to which
receptors are exposed has a constant character with an unpleasant
hedonic tone and the receptor sensitivity is fixed. The influence of
the FIDOL factor “Duration” is also considered to be constant.
The concentration threshold and percentile compliance pa-
rameters of odour criteria act to limit the range of model-predicted
odour event frequencies and intensities that may be experienced at
criterion compliant receptors over a time interval such as a year by
effectively imposing an exclusion zone on the ranked event in-
tensity distribution. This concept is illustrated in Fig 1.2.3. Development of models of annoyance from the frequency and
intensity dimensions of FIDOL
To investigate the relationship between odour criteria and the
frequency and intensity dimensions of FIDOL in detail consider the
special case of impact events at receptors being of equal intensity.
These discrete events of fixed duration are assumed to occur at
approximately even time intervals over a period of time such as a
year. In this special case the percentile axis on a ranked concen-
tration diagrammay be labelled to indicate an increasing frequency
of events occurring at a receptor, as shown in Fig 2.
Fig. 2. Example ranked distribution of equal intensity events and single percentile
criterion exclusion zone.
Fig. 4. AM1 annoyance surface with intersecting annoyance limit plane and a single
percentile criterion exclusion zone projected onto the annoyance surface (grey
shading).
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that each unique spectrum of equal intensity events is charac-
terised by a particular frequency and intensity “coordinate” that is
able to be associated with a single annoyance value. This attribute
facilitates representation of models of annoyance based upon the
frequency and intensity of odour impacts as three-dimensional
annoyance surfaces. In such models, the frequency and intensity
dimensions may be represented as lying in the xey plane and an
axis representing annoyance levels in the impacted population
added in the vertical direction as shown in Fig 3.
Consider a model of annoyance (AM1) inwhich the frequency of
odour events adversely affects amenity in the impacted community
but the concentration or intensity of the events does not. This
concept is represented by the (smoothed) surface in Fig. 3. The
shaded arrow in this figure shows annoyance levels increasing as
the frequency of impact events increases.
This model of annoyance has strong parallels with the model
adopted by Germany for field odour exposure. In the German
model, odour exposure is described in terms of the frequency of
odour hours or hours which have recognisable odour for at least
10% of the time (GOAA, 2008; VDI, 2006a,b). The intensity of eventsFig. 3. Representation of annoyance model (AM1) in which the annoyance increases
with the frequency of equal intensity impact events but is independent of the intensity
of the events.is deemed to have no additional influence on community response
beyond the requirement to meet the odour hour criterion.
An annoyance limit defined by the level of protection required
for a particular level of odour hedonic tone and receptor sensitivity
may be represented on this diagram by a plane intersecting the
annoyance surface (Fig 4). In this and subsequent figures, example
ranked distributions of equal intensity events are not shown in
order to simplify the figures.
In this model of annoyance, those parts of the surface above the
annoyance limit plane (the unacceptable annoyance surface) may
be cleanly delineated by the exclusion zone of an appropriately
selected single percentile criterion which is shown projected onto
the surface (grey shaded zone, Fig 4). Common sense suggests that
an intensity limit such as the detection or recognition threshold
will apply to all of the developedmodels, with events not exceeding
the selected threshold assumed not to contribute to annoyance.
An alternative model of annoyance (AM2) may be considered
where the intensity of impact events affects annoyance levels (e.g.
percentage of population annoyed) but the frequency of events
does not. As with the previous model, the unacceptable annoyance
surface of this model may be cleanly mapped by the exclusion zoneFig. 5. Representation of AM2 (smoothed) showing the annoyance limit plane and
single percentile criterion exclusion zone.
Fig. 6. Representation of the AM3 annoyance surface showing the annoyance limit
plane and the exclusion zone of a single percentile criterion projected onto the
annoyance surface (grey shading).
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zone of Fig 5).
Empirical data have demonstrated significant associations be-
tween levels of annoyance and both the intensity (Cavalini, 1992;
Miedema et al., 2000) and frequency (Sucker et al., 2008a) of
events over long time intervals such as a year. It is thus reasonable to
investigate a model of annoyance (AM3) in which annoyance is
influenced by both the frequency and intensity of the (equal in-
tensity) impactevents. This concept is representedby the (smoothed)
surface of Fig 6. As previously, an annoyance limit is represented by a
plane intersecting the annoyance surface, with those parts of the
surface above the plane corresponding to impact conditions thatwill
result in unacceptable levels of annoyance at receptors.
AM3 is consistent with basic FIDOL principles and empirical
data relating to odour of unpleasant hedonic tone in that annoy-
ance is predicted to increase monotonically when either the fre-
quency of events of a particular (detectable or recognisable)
intensity increases or the intensity (or odour concentration) of a
fixed frequency of equal intensity events increases.
Unlike the earlier equal intensity event models considered, the
unacceptable annoyance surface in AM3 is not able to be cleanly
delineated by the projected exclusion zone of a single percentile
criterion (grey shaded area of Fig 6) unless the surface shape is
assumed to have either a highly contrived shape or closely ap-
proximates that of AM1 or AM2.
This mismatch implies that a single percentile criterion is not
able to effectively limit annoyance across the full range of equal-
intensity event frequencies and intensities that may potentially
occur at a receptor. It is clear that coverage of the unacceptable
annoyance surface may be significantly improved however by
including additional criteria specified at the intersection of the
annoyance limit plane and annoyance surface.Fig. 7. Representation of AM3b showing the planar annoyance surface when plotted
with log-scale axes. The overlapping exclusion zones of three example criteria speci-
fied at points X, Y and Z are indicated with darker shading.2.4. Development a linear relationship linking criterion
concentration thresholds and percentiles
A key aspect of AM3 that is of particular interest is the mathe-
matical relationship describing the curvilinear intersection between
the annoyance surface and annoyance limit plane (annoyance limit
curve or ALC). Knowledge of this relationship would potentially aid
determination of appropriate concentration thresholds in multi-
percentile criterion frameworks or scaffold the development and
calibration of more sophisticated impact assessment approaches.
The ALC may be characterised if the shape of the AM3 annoy-
ance surface is known and an annoyance limit selected. In theory itshould be possible to determine the shape of the surface experi-
mentally for a given odorant and population, however the idealised
equal intensity impact environments required for such experi-
ments are unlikely to be achievable in practice.
An alternative approach to exploring possible descriptions of
the ALC is to make some assumptions regarding the shape of the
annoyance surface. The following steps show how particular as-
sumptions regarding the annoyance surface shape result in a linear
ALC when concentration and frequency of events are plotted on
logarithmic scales.
Assume that annoyance A is a function of both concentration C
and frequency F over an annoyance range of interest such that:
AðF;CÞ ¼ d$Cn$Fm (1)
where multiplier d and exponents n andm are constants pertaining
to a particular receptor sensitivity, odour character and hedonic
tone.
This relationship implies that the annoyance function may be
described by simple power laws of either frequency or concentra-
tion when the other of those parameters is held constant.
If the log is taken of both sides of (1), a relationship between the
logarithms of annoyance, frequency and concentration may be
developed (annoyance model 3b or AM3b):
logðAÞ ¼ logðdÞ þ n$logðCÞ þm$logðFÞ (2)
Equation (2) describes a planar surface within a logarithmically
scaled coordinate system, as depicted in Fig 7.
The setting of an annoyance limit corresponds to setting logðAÞ
to a constant in (2). The resulting relationship describes an ALC
which is a linear function of the logarithms of frequency and con-
centration for a fixed level of protection. Parallel lines representing
ALCs for different levels of protection or risk of impacts appropriate
for different categories of receptor sensitivity are able to be ob-
tained by raising or lowering the annoyance limit plane.
A minimum of two points on the line are required to charac-
terise the ALC of this model. Exposure environments featuring
distinctly acute and chronic impacts appear to constitute optimal
calibration points on the ALC due to the ease of identification of
these particular impact environment types, wide separation and
relatively high degree of alignment with the equal-intensity event
special-case models. Characterisation for a particular level of pro-
tection would allow a number of threshold and percentile
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delineate the unacceptable annoyance surface for AM3b to a
desired level of precision.
3. Discussion
A number of observations and conclusions may be drawn from
thedeveloped equal-intensity event annoyancemodels, particularly
the frequency plus intensity models of annoyance, AM3 and AM3b.
3.1. Shortcomings of single percentile criteria
A key prediction of the frequency plus intensity models of
annoyance developed here is that unacceptable levels of odour
impact may occur as a result of event concentrations occurring at
more thanonepercentile level. Annoyancemay thusbe incurred from
exposure to a small number of impact events with strong intensity
(acute exposure), from repeated exposure to odour impact events of
low intensity (chronic exposure) or from variations of these condi-
tions. This prediction is consistent with the observation of Cavalini
(1992) that “The effects of exposure to intermittent episodes of
strong odours are similar to the effects of exposure to permanent
moderate odour.” (van Harreveld et al., 2002). This principle is also
recognised by Freeman and Cudmore (2002) who note that different
assessment tools and regulatory responses may be required to
effectively manage chronic and acute exposure scenarios.
This prediction suggests that single percentile odour criteria
traditionally used by jurisdictions to calculate protective nuisance
odour buffers for a given level of receptor sensitivity are likely to
have significant short-comings when applied to a range of impact
environments. More specifically, single percentile criteria are pre-
dicted to be at risk of having low skill in determining nuisance
odour impact extent when applied to impact environments
featuring ranked concentration distributions that differ signifi-
cantly in shape from those used to develop and calibrate the
criteria.
Such differences might occur for example if the meteorology,
number of distinct impacting sources, source configurations or
emissions profiles of the criterion calibration study environments
and the environments where the criteria are applied differ signif-
icantly. As the meteorology of source-to-receptor directed winds
and other environmental factors may vary significantly depending
on source-to-receptor direction, single percentile criterion cali-
brated in one down-wind direction of an odour source may have
limitations even when applied to receptors in other down-wind
directions of the same source.
3.2. Selection of meteorology by percentiles
The selection of a percentile parameter value for use in a single
percentile jurisdictional criterion has a perhaps unintended side-
effect of tending to limit the range of meteorological conditions
that may influence the modelled criterion contour shapes and ex-
tents. Impact events influencing high-percentile (e.g. 99.9th
percentile) contours for example, are selected from the highest
concentration events experienced at receptors over the time in-
terval of interest. For single ground-level odour sources situated on
flat terrain these highest concentration events tend to occur during
the least dispersive meteorology directing odour plumes in the
source-to-receptor directions, typically light-wind stable atmo-
sphere conditions occurring between the hours of dusk and dawn
(Schauberger et al., 2006). Lower percentile criterion contours for
the same source configuration on the other hand are more likely to
be influenced by neutral and unstable atmospheric conditions that
occur during daytime hours.The ability to “tune” the percentile parameter to favour partic-
ular meteorology for selection in contour calculations has some
advantages, for example maximising the degree to which calcula-
tions are model-agnostic, thus minimising uncertainties (Pullen
and Vawda, 2007). However the frequency plus intensity models
of annoyance developed here predict that annoyance may be
incurred by concentrations occurring across a range of percentile
levels. A risk is thus identified that the skill of single percentile
jurisdictional criteria may be significantly compromised when
applied to situations where the meteorological conditions selected
by the percentile value do not match the conditions that are
problematic in terms of impacts.
Schauberger et al. (2008) discusses such a discrepancy, noting
that odour complaints time of day and season in various countries
do not match well with the odour sensation caused by livestock
buildings calculated at the 97th percentile with the Austrian Odour
Dispersion Model AODM. In that paper this discrepancy was sug-
gested as resulting from the temperature sensitivity of odour
perception and from the behaviour of neighbours; factors which
cannot be taken into account by the dispersion model. The models
of annoyance developed here suggest that limitations in the ability
of the 97th percentile contours to reflect the problematic meteo-
rological conditions are an additional factor that might be investi-
gated as contributing to the discrepancy.
3.3. Relation of findings to earlier work
The concept that single percentile criteria might have limita-
tions as a tool for delineating odour impacts is not new. Nicolas
et al. (2008) for example, suggests that single percentile criteria
are a makeshift solution and one that could be questionable.
Løfstrøm (2004) and Simms et al. (1999) note that sources
complying to the same criterion may cause different annoyance
levels at receptors due to differing frequencies of ranked concen-
trations above and below the threshold value. Griffiths (2009) also
discusses this issue and examines factors that may influence the
skewness of ranked concentration distributions in some detail.
Although limitations of single percentile criteria have been
suggested intermittently in the academic literature for some years,
and alternative assessment methodologies proposed, to date these
alternatives have not experienced wide acceptance in regulatory
guidelines. Only a small number of jurisdictional guidelines and
technical reports have recommended evaluation of more than one
(single percentile) criterion at receptors at a given level of protection
for example, apart from the 99.9th percentile criterion sometimes
being used for the assessment of intermittently emitting source
impacts. Against this trend Freeman and Cudmore (2002) recom-
mend adoption of a baseline criterion percentile of 99.5 but also
advise calculation of a 99.9th percentile criterion to assist with the
evaluation of model results in New Zealand for all source emissions
profiles including those which are not intermittent. More recently
the Environmental Protection Authority of Victoria, Australia
released a discussion paper proposing a three percentile odour risk
matrix methodology for determining separation distances for
broiler farms (EPA of Victoria, 2012; ERM, 2012). This approach,
which is also beingproposed forwider application in assessments in
Victoria (Shen, 2013), illustrates that a multi-percentile approach
can also be reached via consideration of risk assessment principles.
3.4. Interpretation of Watts and Sweeten (1995)’s community
annoyance curve
In Watts and Sweeten (1995) a “regulatory definition of
nuisance odour” is proposed featuring a linear “community
annoyance curve”. This curve is identical in form to the linear ALC
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plane. The above developed frequency plus intensity models of
annoyance thus illustrate how the Watts and Sweeten regulatory
definition e if interpreted here as the authors of that paper
intended emight be derived from first principles. Additionally, the
models provide a framework for exploring the merits, limitations
and possible calibration of this definition.
A not uncommon alternative interpretation of the community
annoyance curve concept described byWatts and Sweeten assumes
that different points on the line may be considered to be equivalent
and therefore may be expected to calculate similar separation
distances (Wallis and Cadee, 2008; Nicolas et al., 2008). However as
noted in Belgiorno et al. (2012) (page 150) and by Schauberger and
Piringer (2012) criterion contours defined at different percentiles
have different dependencies on environmental factors such as
frequency of winds, and, contrary to expectation, may calculate
quite different separation distances.
The interpretation of the Watts and Sweeten community
annoyance curve implied by the frequency plus intensity models of
annoyance do not include the assumption that pairs of criteria on
the curve are equivalent in all senses. The problematic requirement
that separation distances calculated for such pairs of criteria be
similar is thus resolved by these models.
3.5. Multi-percentile approach
Consideration of the frequency plus intensity models of
annoyance andWatts and Sweeten’s (1995) regulatory definition of
nuisance odour suggests that a well balanced and calibrated multi-
percentile criterion framework spanning a range of percentiles has
the potential to exhibit superior skill in predicting nuisance odour
impact extent than any single percentile criterion when tested
against a range of exposure environments.
Other advantages of a multi-percentile approach include:
 appraisal by default of the full range impact types from chronic
through to acute;
 the ability to predict the cumulative impact contributions of
multiple sources with widely differing emissions profiles (e.g.
highly intermittent and constant);
 potential for improved prediction and analysis of meteorological
conditions, times of day and times of year that may be partic-
ularly problematic for odour impacts;
Most dispersion models or their post-processing modules are
capable of generating concentrations calculated across a range of
percentile levels from a single model run. A requirement to
demonstrate compliance with a multi-percentile criterion frame-
work is therefore likely to be achieved with little additional
computational overhead.
3.6. A potential shortcoming of a multi-percentile approach
Real-world odour impacts at receptors are generally not of equal
intensity as assumed in the special case models of annoyance
developed above. Rather, such impacts generally consist of complex
spectra of intensities that cannot be described by a single frequency
and intensity “coordinate”. A potential shortcoming of a multi-
percentile approach highlighted by AM3 and AM3b is that annoy-
ance additive effects that may occur between different parts of the
ranked concentration distribution are not accounted for. Such ef-
fects might arise for example when a spectrum of concentrations
features a small number of high intensity events (acute exposure
conditions) superimposed upon a large number of low intensity
events (chronic exposure conditions). In such situations it may bespeculated that annoyance arising from the few high intensity
events may be exacerbated by the impacts from the low intensity
high frequency events occurring within the same extended time
interval.
It may be hypothesised that e when considering the super-
position of only two equal-intensity event distributions e the po-
tential for additive effects to occur may be greatest when and the
degree of “orthogonality” between the two distributions is greatest,
corresponding to acute and chronic impact environments. In a
similar vein, a possible worst-case scenario for annoyance additive
effects can be imagined for a “just compliant” source when the
receptor of interest is exposed to a spectrum of event concentra-
tions which, when ranked, closely match the ALC projection onto
the Frequency/Intensity plane across the relevant percentile range.
In modelling terms, this scenario corresponds to criterion contours
of all percentiles in a multi-percentile framework intersecting at a
receptor location.
Consideration of such scenarios suggests that even a well
balanced multi-percentile odour criterion framework spanning a
range of percentiles may have shortcomings in ability to fully ac-
count for annoyance resulting from the frequency and intensity
dimensions of nuisance odour.
It is possible that more sophisticated approaches such as that
proposed by Løfstrøm (2004) may have the potential to achieve
superior skill in predicting nuisance odour impacts than single or
multi-percentile criterion frameworks by better integrating the
combined influence of the frequency and intensity dimensions of
nuisance odour.
3.7. Reconciliation of disparate doseeresponse study findings
A key finding of doseeresponse studies of Sucker et al. (2008a,
b) (the German studies) is that the inclusion of intensity in multi-
variate analyses of factors contributing to the percentage of popu-
lation that was highly annoyed did not improve the prediction of
odour annoyance. This finding appears to be very much at variance
with the findings of other studies such as those summarised by
Miedema et al. (2000) (the Dutch studies) that showed significant
correlations between intensity of events and annoyance. Based
upon these and related studies, the German modelling criterion for
sensitive receptors features a low hourly averaged concentration
threshold and percentile compliance level (0.25 ou, 90th percentile,
Janicke et al., 2004) while the Dutch criteria are based around
higher thresholds and percentiles such as the 98th percentile
(Belgiorno et al., 2012).
Annoyance models AM3 and AM3b may have the potential to
assist reconciliation of these apparently disparate study findings if
the models derived from the Dutch and German studies are
assumed to be very broadly analogous to lines containing points Ae
X and AeZ on Fig 7 respectively. In this understanding, German
study site exposure conditions would be expected to feature rela-
tively flat ranked concentration distributions compared to those of
the Dutch sites, and consist of primarily low intensity impact events
in which the influence of intensity is difficult to discern. The Dutch
study sites on the other hand would be predicted to feature ranked
concentration distributions which are significantly more skewed
towards higher concentrations at the higher percentiles.
Intensity data reported by the Dutch studies (comparing model
calculations with community annoyance) and German field studies
(correlating odour field inspection data with community annoy-
ance) appear consistent with this hypothesis but are not conclusive.
The German field studies were primarily undertaken in the German
state of North Rhine Westphalia which is approximately 300 km or
more inland from the Dutch and German coastlines. Higher average
wind-speeds in the more coastal Dutch sites compared to those of
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mechanism by which lower percentile concentrations such as the
90th percentile might be suppressed at Dutch study receptors.
3.8. Harmonisation of criteria
A model of annoyance based upon AM3b (and Watts and
Sweeten (1995) community annoyance curve) with an ALC cali-
brated in chronic and acute impact environments is proposed as a
starting point for discussions regarding an improved odour crite-
rion framework. If improved nuisance odour impact predicting
skills of approaches based on such a model are empirically
confirmed this should in principle provide a sound basis for
improving harmonisation of odour criteria between jurisdictions
with adjustment possible for other FIDOL factors such as receptor
sensitivity and hedonic tone. However as noted by van Belois and
Both (2004), Pullen and Vawda (2007) and Schauberger and
Piringer (2012) a number of other significant differences in
impact assessment methodology exist between jurisdictions
including the physics assumed by prescribed regulatory dispersion
models and treatment of peak-to-mean issues. These differences
also require convergence before a high degree of harmonisation can
be achieved.
Although the frequency plus intensity models have been applied
here to odour modelling criteria, they describe FIDOL principles
more generally and thus may potentially also be applied to the
interpretation of empirical data collected via field methodologies
such as VDI 3940 Part 1 (VDI, 2006a).
3.9. Further research
A number of areas require additional research in order to specify
a more complete approach to limiting nuisance odour impacts from
the above developed models.
One such area relates to the definition of “annoyance”. The
described models equate annoyance at receptors experiencing
acute impacts with annoyance resulting from chronic impacts.
However the nature of the two types of impact may be dissimilar,
eliciting different coping responses in the exposed populations
(Cavalini et al., 1991) that require different assessment tools and
regulatory responses (Freeman and Cudmore, 2002).
When constructing multi-percentile criterion frameworks
based upon the frequency plus intensity models a decision must
also be made regarding the upper and lower limits for the included
range of percentiles. It is reasonable to suggest that a lower
percentile limit will be associated a concentration limit value close
to the recognition or detection threshold expressed in odour units,
with possible adjustment for factors such as short-term peak to
model time-step mean concentrations, hedonic tone and receptor
sensitivity.
The developed models do not provide guidance however
regarding the highest percentile to include in frameworks with
very long impact event return intervals potentially easily included
by simple extension of the ALC function. Interpretation and cali-
bration of criteria become problematic for percentiles with long
average event return intervals and the risk of short-term amenity
being severely impacted must be managed. It would seem
reasonable to initially consider an upper percentile limit which is
close to the upper limit of percentiles which are currently in use.
From this perspective the 99.99th percentile (approximating the
maximum event concentration of one year when hourly averages
are used), or the 99.9th percentile (used by some jurisdictions
guidelines for intermittent emissions) might be regarded as rep-
resenting an appropriate percentile range upper limit in the first
instance.Pullen and Vawda (2007) note that uncertainties of a model
increase when higher percentile levels are considered. It would
seem prudent that such practical limitations also be considered
when determining the range limit and role of percentiles included
in multi-percentile frameworks.
4. Conclusions
The equal-intensity events special case models of odour
annoyance provide robust logical frameworks within which
detailed analyses may be undertaken of the efficacy of threshold
and percentile based odour criteria to predict and limit annoyance.
Models in which both the frequency and intensity of impact
events are assumed to be associated with annoyance highlight
what appear to be significant shortcomings in the efficacy of single
percentile odour criteria to predict nuisance odour impact extents.
Consideration of these models suggests that a multi-percentile
approach may significantly mitigate these shortcomings, however
more sophisticated approaches may ultimately be required to
maximise skill of dispersion modelling to predict nuisance odour
impact extent.
Compared to single percentile criteria, the suggested multi-
percentile approach allows for a wider range of meteorological
conditions that may be important in terms of impacts to influence
calculated separation distances. This attribute may potentially aid
resolution of a noted disparity between complaints data and some
single percentile model calculations (Schauberger et al., 2008).
These models also strongly support a particular interpretation of
the community annoyance curve concept proposed by Watts and
Sweeten (1995) that resolves difficulties with an alternative inter-
pretation of this concept suggested by Wallis and Cadee (2008).
The analysis undertaken in this paper suggests that the identi-
fied short-comings of single percentile criteria and differences in
impact environments at study locations may have been contrib-
uting factors to some seemingly disparate dose response study
findings. The reviewed empirical data appear to be broadly
consistent with this hypothesis, but are not conclusive.
The models of annoyance developed here and the regulatory
definition of nuisance odour proposed by Watts and Sweeten
(1995) address the question of which percentile is “best” for
describing odour exposure, however they raise new questions
which require resolution. These relate to the limits of the range of
event frequencies or percentiles to be considered in models of
annoyance, the nature of adverse community response incurred at
these percentile levels and the significance of additive effects when
thresholds are approached or exceeded atmultiple percentile levels
in multi-percentile approaches.
While shortcomings of single percentile odour criteria have
been previously identified by a number of researchers, to date these
shortcomings have been largely overlooked by regulators. It is
suggested that this earlier work, in combinationwith the models of
annoyance developed here provide an improved concept of odour
criteria that may assist in the development more skilful and better
harmonised jurisdictional criterion frameworks.
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